is paper proposes K-NRM, a kernel based neural model for document ranking. Given a query and a set of documents, K-NRM uses a translation matrix that models word-level similarities via word embeddings, a new kernel-pooling technique that uses kernels to extract multi-level so match features, and a learning-to-rank layer that combines those features into the nal ranking score. e whole model is trained end-to-end. e ranking layer learns desired feature pa erns from the pairwise ranking loss. e kernels transfer the feature pa erns into so -match targets at each similarity level and enforce them on the translation matrix. e word embeddings are tuned accordingly so that they can produce the desired so matches. Experiments on a commercial search engine's query log demonstrate the improvements of K-NRM over prior feature-based and neural-based states-of-the-art, and explain the source of K-NRM's advantage: Its kernel-guided embedding encodes a similarity metric tailored for matching query words to document words, and provides e ective multi-level so matches.
INTRODUCTION
In traditional information retrieval, queries and documents are typically represented by discrete bags-of-words, the ranking is based on exact matches between query and document words, and trained ranking models rely heavily on feature engineering. In comparison, newer neural information retrieval (neural IR) methods use continuous text embeddings, model the query-document relevance via so matches, and aim to learn feature representations automatically. With the successes of deep learning in many related areas, neural IR has the potential to rede ne the boundaries of information retrieval; however, achieving that potential has been di cult so far. * e rst two authors contributed equally. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. SIGIR '17, August 07-11, 2017, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan © 2017 ACM. 978-1-4503-5022-8/17/08. . . $15.00 DOI: h p://dx.doi.org /10.1145/3077136.3080809 Many neural approaches use distributed representations (e.g., word2vec [17] ), but in spite of many e orts, distributed representations have a limited history of success for document ranking. Exact match of query words to document words is a strong signal of relevance [8] , whereas so -match is a weaker signal that must be used carefully. Word2vec may consider 'pi sburgh' to be similar to 'boston', and 'hotel' to be similar to 'motel'. However, a person searching for 'pi sburgh hotel' may accept a document about 'pi sburgh motel', but probably will reject a document about 'boston hotel'. How to use these so -match signals e ectively and reliably is an open problem.
is work addresses these challenges with a kernel based neural ranking model (K-NRM). K-NRM uses distributed representations to represent query and document words. eir similarities are used to construct a translation model. Word pair similarities are combined by a new kernel-pooling layer that uses kernels to so ly count the frequencies of word pairs at di erent similarity levels (so -TF). e so -TF signals are used as features in a ranking layer, which produces the nal ranking score. All of these layers are di erentiable and allow K-NRM to be optimized end-to-end. e kernels are the key to K-NRM's capability. During learning, the kernels convert the learning-to-rank loss to requirements on so -TF pa erns, and adjust the word embeddings to produce a so match that can be er separate the relevant and irrelevant documents. is kernel-guided embedding learning encodes a similarity metric tailored for matching query and document. e tailored similarity metric is conveyed by the learned embeddings, which produces e ective multi-level so -matches for ad-hoc ranking.
Extensive experiments on a commercial search engine's query log demonstrate the signi cant and robust advantage of K-NRM. On di erent evaluation scenarios (in-domain, cross-domain and raw user clicks), and on di erent parts of the query log (head, torso, and tail), K-NRM outperforms both feature-based ranking and neural ranking states-of-the-art by as much as 65%. K-NRM's advantage is not from an unexplainable 'deep learning magic', but the long-desired so match achieved by its kernel-guided embedding learning. In our analysis, if used without the multi-level so match or the embedding learning, the advantage of K-NRM quickly diminishes; while with the kernel-guided embedding learning, K-NRM successfully learns relevance-focused so matches using its embedding and ranking layers, and the memorized ranking preferences generalize well to di erent testing scenarios. e next section discusses related work. Section 3 presents the kernel-based neural ranking model. Experimental methodology is discussed in Section 4 and evaluation results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.
RELATED WORK
Retrieval models such as query likelihood and BM25 are based on exact matching of query and document words, which limits the information available to the ranking model and may lead to problems such vocabulary mismatch [4] . Statistical translation models were an a empt to overcome this limitation. ey model query-document relevance using a pre-computed translation matrix that describes the similarities between word pairs [1] . At query time, the ranking function considers the similarities of all query and document word pairs, allowing query words to be so -matched to document words. e translation matrix can be calculated via mutual information in a corpus [12] or using user clicks [6] .
Word pair interactions have also been modeled by word embeddings. Word embeddings trained from surrounding contexts, for example, word2vec [17] , are considered to be the factorization of word pairs' PMI matrix [14] . Compared to word pair similarities which are hard to learn, word embeddings provide a smooth low-level approximation of word similarities that may improve translation models [8, 24] .
Some research has questioned whether word embeddings based on surrounding context, such as word2vec, are suitable for ad hoc ranking. Instead, it customizes word embeddings for search tasks. Nalisnick et al. propose to match query and documents using both the input and output of the embedding model, instead of only using one side of them [19] . Diaz et al. nd that word embeddings trained locally on pseudo relevance feedback documents are more related to the query's information needs, and can provide be er query expansion terms [5] .
Current neural ranking models fall into two groups: representation based and interaction based [8] . e earlier focus of neural IR was mainly on representation based models, in which the query and documents are rst embedded into continuous vectors, and the ranking is calculated from their embeddings' similarity. For example, DSSM [11] and its convolutional version CDSSM [22] map words to le er-tri-grams, embed query and documents using neural networks built upon the le er-tri-grams, and rank documents using their embedding similarity with the query. e interaction based neural models, on the other hand, learn query-document matching pa erns from word-level interactions. For example, ARC-II [10] and MatchPyramid [20] build hierarchical Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) on the interactions of two texts' word embeddings; they are e ective in matching tweetretweet and question-answers [10] . e Deep Relevance Matching Model (DRMM) uses pyramid pooling (histogram) [7] to summarize the word-level similarities into ranking signals [9] . e word level similarities are calculated from pre-trained word2vec embeddings, and the histogram counts the number of word pairs at di erent similarity levels. e counts are combined by a feed forward network to produce nal ranking scores. Interaction based models and representation based models address the ranking task from di erent perspectives, and can be combined for further improvements [18] .
is work builds upon the ideas of customizing word embeddings and the interaction based neural models: K-NRM ranks documents using so matches from query-document word interactions, and learns to encode the relevance preferences using customized word embeddings at the same time, which is achieved by the kernels. Given input query words and document words, the embedding layer maps them into distributed representations, the translation layer calculates the word-word similarities and forms the translation matrix, the kernel pooling layer generate so -TF counts as ranking features, and the learning to rank layer combines the so -TF to the nal ranking score.
KERNEL BASED NEURAL RANKING
is section presents K-NRM, our kernel based neural ranking model. We rst discuss how K-NRM produces the ranking score for a querydocument pair with their words as the sole input (ranking from scratch). en we derive how the ranking parameters and word embeddings in K-NRM are trained from ranking labels (learning end-to-end).
Ranking from Scratch
Given a query q and a document d, K-NRM aims to generate a ranking score f (q, d) only using query words q = {t q 1 , ...t q i ..., t q n } and document words d = {t d 1 , ...t d j ..., t d m }. As shown in Figure 1 , K-NRM achieves this goal via three components: translation model, kernelpooling, and learning to rank.
Translation Model: K-NRM rst uses an embedding layer to map each word t to an L-dimension embedding ì t :
en a translation layer constructs a translation matrix M. Each element in M is the embedding similarity between a query word and a document word:
). e translation model in K-NRM uses word embeddings to recover the word similarities instead of trying to learn one for each word pair. Doing so requires much fewer parameters to learn. For a vocabulary of size |V | and the embedding dimension L, K-NRM's translation model includes |V | × L embedding parameters, much fewer than learning all pairwise similarities (|V | 2 ). 
applies K kernels to the i-th query word's row of the translation matrix, summarizing (pooling) it into a K-dimensional feature vector. e log-sum of each query word's feature vector forms the query-document ranking feature vector ϕ. e e ect of ì K depends on the kernel used. is work uses the RBF kernel:
As illustrated in Figure 2a , the RBF kernel K k calculates how word pair similarities are distributed around it: the more word pairs with similarities closer to its mean µ k , the higher its value. Kernel pooling with RBF kernels is a generalization of existing pooling techniques. As σ → ∞, the kernel pooling function devolves to the mean pooling. µ = 1 and σ → 0 results in a kernel that only responds to exact matches, equivalent to the TF value from sparse models. Otherwise, the kernel functions as 'so -TF' 1 . µ de nes the similarity level that 'so -TF' focuses on; for example, a kernel with µ = 0.5 calculates the number of document words whose similarities to the query word are close to 0.5. σ de nes the kernel width, or the range of its 'so -TF' count. Learning to Rank: e ranking features ϕ(M) are combined by a ranking layer to produce the nal ranking score:
w and b are the ranking parameters to learn. tanh() is the activation function. It controls the range of ranking score to facilitate the learning process. It is rank-equivalent to a typical linear learning to rank model. 1 e RBF kernel is one of the most popular choices. Other kernels with similar density estimation e ects can also be used, as long as they are di erentiable. For example, polynomial kernel can be used, but histograms [9] cannot as they are not di erentiable.
Pu ing every together, K-NRM is de ned as:
Learning to Rank (1)
Eq. 5-6 embed query words and document words, and calculate the translation matrix. e kernels (Eq. 4) count the so matches between query and document's word pairs at multiple levels, and generate K so -TF ranking features (Eq. 2-3). Eq. 1 is the learning to rank model. e ranking of K-NRM requires no manual features. e only input used is the query and document words. e kernels extract so -TF ranking features from word-word interactions automatically.
Learning End-to-End
e training of K-NRM uses the pairwise learning to rank loss:
q are the pairwise preferences from the ground truth: d + ranks higher than d − . e parameters to learn include the ranking parameters w, b, and the word embeddings V. e parameters are optimized using back propagation (BP) through the neural network. Starting from the ranking loss, the gradients are rst propagated to the learning-to-rank part (Eq. 1) and update the ranking parameters (w, b), the kernels pass the gradients to the word similarities (Eq. 2-4), and then to the embeddings (Eq. 5).
Back propagations through the kernels: e embeddings contain millions of parameters V and are the main capacity of the model. e learning of the embeddings is guided by the kernels. e back propagation rst applies gradients from the loss function (Eq. 7) to the ranking score f (q, d), to increase it (for d + ) or decrease it (for d − ); the gradients are propagated through Eq. 1 to the feature vector ϕ(M), and then through Eq. 2 to the the kernel scores ì
Its each dimension (K k (M i )) is jointly de ned by the ranking score's gradients and the ranking parameters. It adjusts the corresponding kernel's score up or down to be er separate the relevant document (d + ) from the irrelevant one (d − ). e kernels spread the gradient to word similarities in the translation matrix M i j , through Eq. 4:
e kernel-guided embedding learning process is illustrated in Figure 2b . A kernel pulls the word similarities closer to its µ to Session 1B: Retrieval Models and Ranking 1 SIGIR'17, August 7-11, 2017, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan increase its so -TF count, or pushes the word pairs away to reduce it, based on the gradients received in the back-propagation. e strength of the force also depends on the the kernel's width σ k and the word pair's distance to µ k : approximately, the wider the kernel is (bigger σ k ), and the closer the word pair's similarity to µ k , the stronger the force is (Eq. 8). e gradient a word pair's similarity received, (M i j ), is the combination of the forces from all K kernels. e word embedding model receives (M i j ) and updates the embeddings accordingly. Intuitively, the learned word embeddings are aligned to form multi-level so -TF pa erns that can separate the relevant documents from the irrelevant ones in training, and the learned embedding parameters V memorize this information. When testing, K-NRM extracts so -TF features from the learned word embeddings using the kernels and produces the nal ranking score using the ranking layer.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
is section describes our experimental methods and materials.
Dataset
Our experiments use a query log sampled from search logs of Sogou.com, a major Chinese commercial search engine. e sample contains 35 million search sessions with 96, 229 distinct queries. e query log includes queries, displayed documents, user clicks, and dwell times. Each query has an average of 12 documents displayed. As the results come from a commercial search engine, the returned documents tend to be of very high quality.
e primary testing queries were 1, 000 queries sampled from head queries that appeared more than 1, 000 times in the query log. Most of our evaluation focuses on the head queries; we use tail query performance to evaluate model robustness. e remaining queries were used to train the neural models. Table 1 provides summary statistics for the training and testing portions of the search log. e query log contains only document titles and URLs. e full texts of testing documents were crawled and parsed using Boilerpipe [13] for our word-based baselines (described in Section 4.3). Chinese text was segmented using the open source so ware ICT-CLAS [23] . A er segmentation, documents are treated as sequences of words (as with English documents).
Relevance Labels and Evaluation Scenarios
Neural models like K-NRM and CDSSM require a large amount of training data. Acquiring a su cient number of manual training labels outside of a large organization would be cost-prohibitive. User click data, on the other hand, is easy to acquire and prior research has shown that it can accurately predict manual labels. For our experiments training labels were generated based on user clicks from the training sessions. [3] . TACM Scores are inferred by TACM click model [15] . Raw Clicks use the sole click in a session as the positive label. e label distribution is the number of relevance labels from 0-4 from le to right, if applicable.
Condition
Label Label Distribution Testing-SAME DCTR Scores 70%, 19.6%, 9.8%, 1.3%, 1.1% Testing-DIFF TACM Scores 79%, 14.7%, 4.6%, 0.9%, 0.9% Testing-RAW Raw Clicks 2,349,280 clicks ere is a large amount of prior research on building click models to model user behavior and to infer reliable relevance signals from clicks [3] . is work uses one of the simplest click models, DCTR, to generate relevance scores from user clicks [3] . DCTR calculates the relevance scores of a query-document pair based on their click through rates. Despite being extremely simple, it performs rather well and is a widely used baseline [3] . Relevance scores from DCTR are then used to generate preference pairs to train our models.
e testing labels were also estimated from the click log, as manual relevance judgments were not made available to us. Note that there was no overlap between training queries and testing queries.
Testing-SAME infers relevance labels using DCTR, the same click model used for training. is se ing evaluates the ranking model's ability to t user preferences (click through rates).
Testing-DIFF infers relevance scores using TACM [15] , a stateof-the-art click model. TACM is a more sophisticated model and uses both clicks and dwell times. On an earlier sample of Sogou's query log, the TACM labels aligned extremely well with expert annotations: when evaluated against manual labels, TACM achieved an NDCG@5 of up to 0.97 [15] . is is substantially higher than the agreement between the manual labels generated by the authors for a sample of queries. is precision makes TACM's inferred scores a good approximation of expert labels, and Testing-DIFF is expected to produce evaluation results similar to expert labels.
Testing-RAW is the simplest click model. Following the cascade assumption [3] , we treat the clicked document in each single-click session as a relevant document, and test whether the model can put it at the top of the ranking. Testing-Raw only uses singleclick sessions ( 57% of the testing sessions are single-click sessions). Testing-RAW is a conservative se ing that uses raw user feedback. It eliminates the in uence of click models in testing, and evaluates the ranking model's ability to overcome possible disturbances from the click models. e three testing scenarios are listed in Table 2 . Following TREC methodology, the Testing-SAME and Testing-DIFF's inferred relevance scores were mapped to 5 relevance grades. resholds were chosen so that our relevance grades have the same distribution as TREC Web Track 2009-2012 qrels.
Search quality was measured using NDCG at depths {1, 3, 10} for Testing-SAME and Testing-DIFF. We focused on early ranking positions that are more important for commercial search engines. Testing-RAW was evaluated by mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as there is only one relevant document per query. Statistical signi cance was tested using the permutation test with p < 0.05. 
Baselines
Our baselines include both traditional word-based ranking models as well as more recent neural ranking models.
Word-based baselines include BM25 and language models with Dirichlet smoothing (Lm). ese unsupervised retrieval methods were applied on the full text of candidate documents, and used to re-rank them. We found that these methods performed be er on full text than on titles. Full text default parameters were used.
Feature-based learning to rank baselines include RankSVM 2 , a state-of-the-art pairwise ranker, and coordinate ascent [16] (Coor-Ascent 3 ), a state-of-the-art listwise ranker. ey use typical wordbased features: Boolean AND; Boolean OR; Coordinate match; TF-IDF; BM25; language models with no smoothing, Dirichlet smoothing, JM smoothing and two-way smoothing; and bias. All features were applied to the document title and body. e parameters of the retrieval models used in feature extraction are kept default.
Neural ranking baselines include DRMM [9] , CDSSM [21] , and a simple embedding-based translation model, Trans.
DRMM is the state-of-the-art interaction based neural ranking model [9] . It performs histogram pooling on the embedding based translation matrix and uses the binned so -TF as the input to a ranking neural network. e embeddings used are pre-trained via word2vec [17] because the histograms are not di erentiable and prohibit end-to-end learning. We implemented the best variant, DRMM LCH×IDF . e pre-trained embeddings were obtained by applying the skip-gram method from word2vec on our training corpus (document titles displayed in training sessions).
CDSSM [22] is the convolutional version of DSSM [11] . CDSSM maps English words to le er-tri-grams using a word-hashing technique, and uses Convolutional Neural Networks to build representations of the query and document upon the le er-tri-grams. It is a state-of-the-art representation based neural ranking model. We implemented CDSSM in Chinese by convolving over Chinese characters. (Chinese characters can be considered as similar to English le er-tri-grams with respect to word meaning). CDSSM is also an end-to-end model, but uses discrete le er-tri-grams/Chinese characters instead of word embeddings.
Trans is an unsupervised embedding based translation model. Its translation matrix is calculated by the cosine similarity of word 2 h ps://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm light/svm rank.html 3 h ps://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/ embeddings from the same word2vec used in DRMM, and then averaged to the query-document ranking score.
Baseline Settings: RankSVM uses a linear kernel and the hyperparameter C was selected in the development fold of the cross validation from the range [0.0001, 10].
Recommended se ings from RankLib were used for Coor-Ascent.
We obtained the body texts of testing documents from the new Sogou-T corpus [2] or crawled them directly. e body texts were used by all word-based baselines. Neural ranking baselines and K-NRM used only titles for training and testing, as the coverage of Sogou-T on the training documents is low and the training documents could not be crawled given resource constraints.
For all baselines, the most optimistic choices were made: featurebased methods (RankSVM and Coor-Ascent) were trained using 10fold cross-validation on the testing set and use both document title and body texts. e neural models were trained on the training set with the same se ings as K-NRM, and only use document titles (they still perform be er than only using the testing data). eoretically, this gives the sparse models a slight performance advantage as their training and testing data were drawn from the same distribution.
Implementation Details
is section describes the con gurations of our K-NRM model. Model training was done on the full training data as in Table 1 , with training labels inferred by DCTR, as described in Section 4.2.
e embedding layer used 300 dimensions. e vocabulary size of our training data was 165, 877. e embedding layer was initialized with the word2vec trained on our training corpus. e kernel pooling layer had K = 11 kernels. One kernel harvests exact matches, using µ 0 = 1.0 and σ = 10 −3 . µ of the other 10 kernels is spaced evenly in the range of [−1, 1], that is µ 1 = 0.9, µ 2 = 0.7, ..., µ 10 = −0.9. ese kernels can be viewed as 10 so -TF bins. σ is set to 0.1. e e ects of varying σ are studied in Section 5.6.
Model optimization used the Adam optimizer, with batch size 16, learning rate = 0.001 and ϵ = 1e − 5. Early stopping was used with a patience of 5 epochs. We implemented our model using TensorFlow.
e model training took about 50 milliseconds per batch, and converged in 12 hours on an AWS GPU machine. Table 3 summarizes the number of parameters used by the baselines and K-NRM. Word2vec refers to pre-trained word embeddings using skip-gram on the training corpus. End-to-end means that the embeddings were trained together with the ranking model.
CDSSM learns hundreds of convolution lters on Chinese characters, thus has millions of parameters. K-NRM's parameter space is even larger as it learns an embedding for every Chinese word. Models with more parameters in general are expected to t be er but may also require more training data to avoid over ing.
EVALUATION RESULTS
Our experiments investigated K-NRM's e ectiveness, as well as its behavior on tail queries, with less training data, and with di erent kernel widths.
Session 1B: Retrieval Models and Ranking 1 SIGIR'17, August 7-11, 2017, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan Tables 4a, 4b and 5 show the ranking accuracy of K-NRM and our baselines under three conditions. Testing-SAME (Table 4a ) evaluates the model's ability to t user preferences when trained and evaluated on labels generated by the same click model (DCTR). K-NRM outperforms word-based baselines by over 65% on NDCG@1, and over 20% on NDCG@10. e improvements over neural ranking models are even bigger: On NDCG@1 the margin between K-NRM and the next best neural model is 83%, and on NDCG@10 it is 28%. (Table 4b) evaluates the model's relevance matching performance by testing on TACM inferred relevance labels, a good approximation of expert labels. Because the training and testing labels were generated by di erent click models, Testing-DIFF challenges each model's ability to t the underlying relevance signals despite perturbations caused by di ering click model biases. Neural models with larger parameter spaces tend to be more vulnerable to this domain di erence: CDSSM actually performs worse than DRMM, despite using thousands times more parameters. However, K-NRM demonstrates its robustness and is able to outperform all baselines by more than 40% on NDCG@1 and 10% on NDCG@10.
Testing-DIFF
Testing-RAW (Table 5 ) evaluates each model's e ectiveness directly by user clicks. It tests how well the model ranks the most satisfying document (the only one clicked) in each session. K-NRM improves MRR from 0.2415 (Coor-Ascent) to 0.3379. is di erence is equal to moving the clicked document's from rank 4 to rank 3. e MRR and NDCG@1 improvements demonstrate K-NRM's precision oriented property-its biggest advantage is on the earliest ranking positions. is characteristic aligns with K-NRM's potential role in web search engines: as a sophisticate re-ranker, K-NRM is most possibly used at the nal ranking stage, in which the rst relevant document's ranking position is the most important. e two neural ranking baselines DRMM and CDSSM perform similarly in all three testing scenarios. e interaction based model, DRMM, is more robust to click model biases and performs slightly be er on Testing-DIFF, while the representation based model, CDSSM, performs slightly be er on Testing-SAME. However, the featurebased ranking model, Coor-Ascent, performs be er than all neural Session 1B: Retrieval Models and Ranking 1 SIGIR'17, August 7-11, 2017, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan e ranking performances of several K-NRM variants. Relative performances and statistical signi cances are all compared with K-NRM's full model. †, ‡, §, ¶, and * indicate statistically signi cant improvements over K-NRM's variants of exact-match † , word2vec ‡ , click2vec § , max-pool ¶ , and mean-pool * , respectively.
Testing-SAME
Testing-DIFF
baselines on all three testing scenarios. e di erences can be as high as 15% and some are statistically signi cant. is holds even for Testing-SAME which is expected to favor deep models that access more in-domain training data. ese results remind that no 'deep learning magic' can instantly provide signi cant gains for information retrieval tasks. e development of neural IR models also requires an understanding of the advantages of neural methods and how their advantages can be incorporated to meet the needs of information retrieval tasks.
Source of E ectiveness
K-NRM di ers from previous ranking methods in several ways: multilevel so matches, word embeddings learned directly from ranking labels, and the kernel-guided embedding learning. is experiment studies these e ects by comparing the following variants of K-NRM. K-NRM (exact-match) only uses the exact match kernel (µ, σ ) = (1, 0.001). It is equivalent to TF.
K-NRM (word2vec) uses pre-trained word2vec, the same as DRMM. Word embedding is xed; only the ranking part is learned.
K-NRM (click2vec) also uses pre-trained word embedding. But its word embeddings are trained on (query word, clicked title word) pairs. e embeddings are trained using skip-gram model with the same se ings used to train word2vec. ese embeddings are xed during ranking.
K-NRM (max-pool) replaces kernel-pooling with max-pooling. Max-pooling nds the maximum similarities between document words and each query word; it is commonly used by neural network architectures. In our case, given the candidate documents' high quality, the maximum is almost always 1, thus it is similar to TF.
K-NRM (mean-pool) replaces kernel-pooling with mean-pooling. It is similar to Trans except that the embedding is trained by learning-to-rank.
All other se ings are kept the same as K-NRM. Table 6 shows their evaluation results, together with the full model of K-NRM.
So match is essential. K-NRM (exact-match) performs similarly to Lm and BM25, as does K-NRM (max-pool).
is is expected: without so matches, the only signal for K-NRM to work with is e ectively the TF score.
Ad-hoc ranking prefers relevance based word embedding. Using click2vec performs about 5-10% be er than using word2vec. User clicks are expected to be a be er t as they represent user search Table 7 : Examples of word matches in di erent kernels. Words in bold are those whose similarities with the query word fall into the corresponding kernel's range (µ). µ ery: 'Maserati' " 1.0 Maserati Ghibli black interior who knows 0.7 Maserati Ghibli black interior who knows 0.3 Maserati Ghibli black interior who knows -0.1 Maserati Ghibli black interior who knows preferences, instead of word usage in documents. e relevancebased word embedding is essential for neural models to outperform feature-based ranking. K-NRM (click2vec) consistently outperforms Coor-Ascent, but K-NRM (word2vec) does not.
Learning-to-rank trains be er word embeddings. K-NRM with mean-pool performs much be er than Trans. ey both use average embedding similarities; the di erence is that K-NRM (mean-pool) uses the ranking labels to tune the word embeddings, while Trans keeps the embeddings xed. e trained embeddings improve the ranking accuracy, especially on top ranking positions.
Kernel-guided embedding learning provides be er so matches. K-NRM stably outperforms all of its variants. K-NRM (click2vec) uses the same ranking model, and its embeddings are trained on click contexts. K-NRM (mean-pool) also learns the word embeddings using learning-to-rank. e main di erence is how the information from relevant labels is used when learning word embeddings. In KNRM (click2vec) and K-NRM (mean-pool), training signals from relevance labels are propagated equally to all querydocument word pairs. In comparison, K-NRM uses kernels to enforce multi-level so matches; query-document word pairs on di erent similarity levels are adjusted di erently (see Section 3.2). Table 7 shows an example of K-NRM's learned embeddings. e bold words in each row are those 'activated' by the corresponding kernel: their embedding similarities to the query word 'Maserati' fall closest to the kernel's µ. e example illustrates that the kernels recover di erent levels of relevance matching: µ = 1 is exact match; µ = 0.7 matches the car model with the brand; µ = 0.3 is about the car color; µ = −0.1 is background noise. e mean-pool and click2vec's uni-level training loss mix the matches at multiple levels, while the kernels provide more ne-grained training for the embeddings. Fig. 3a shows the performance of K-NRM when only one kernel is used in testing. Its X-axis is the µ of the used kernel. Its Y-axis is the MRR results. Fig. 3b shows the log number of word pairs that are closest to each kernel, before K-NRM learning (Word2Vec) and a er. Its X-axis is the µ of kernels. Fig. 3c illustrates the word pairs' movements in K-NRM's learning. e heat map shows the fraction of word pairs from the row kernel (before learning, µ marked on the le ) to the column kernel (a er learning, µ at the bottom).
Kernel-Guided Word Embedding learning
In K-NRM, word embeddings are initialized by word2vec and trained by the kernels to provide e ective so -match pa erns. is experiment studies how training a ects the word embeddings, showing the responses of kernels in ranking, the word similarity distributions, and the word pair movements during learning. Figure 3a shows the performance of K-NRM when only a single kernel is used during testing. e x-axis is the µ of the kernel. e results indicate the kernels' importance. e kernels on the far le (≤ −0.7), the far right (≥ 0.7), and in the middle ({−0.1, 0.1}) contribute li le; the kernels on the middle le ({−0.3, −0.5}) contribute the most, followed by those on the middle right ({0.3, 0.5}). Higher µ does not necessarily mean higher importance or be er so matching. Each kernel focuses on a group of word pairs that fall into a certain similarity range; the importance of this similarity range is learned by the model. Figure 3b shows the number of word pairs activated in each kernel before training (Word2Vec) and a er (K-NRM). e X-axis is the kernel's µ. e Y-axis is the log number of word pairs activated (whose similarities are closest to corresponding kernel's µ). Most similarities fall into the range (-0.4, 0.6). ese histograms help explain why the kernels on the far right and far le do not contribute much: because there are fewer word pairs in them. Figure 3c shows the word movements during the embedding learning. Each cell in the matrix contains the word pairs whose similarities are moved from the kernel in the corresponding row (µ on the le ) to the kernel in the corresponding column (µ at the bo om). e color indicates the fraction of the moved word pairs in the original kernel. Darker indicates a higher fraction. Several examples of word movements are listed in Table 8 . Combining Figure 3 and Table 8 , the following trends can be observed in the kernel-guided embedding learning process.
Many word pairs are decoupled. Most of the word movements are from other kernels to the 'white noise' kernels µ ∈ {−0.1, 0.1}. ese word pairs are considered related by word2vec but not by K-NRM. is is the most frequent e ect in K-NRM's embedding learning. Only about 10% of word pairs with similarities ≥ 0.5 are kept.
is implies that document ranking requires a stricter measure of so match. For example, as shown in Table 8 's rst row, a person searching for 'China-Unicom', one of the major mobile carriers in China, is less likely interested in a document about 'China-Mobile', another carrier; in the second row, 'Maserati' and 'car' are decoupled as 'car' appears in almost all candidate documents' titles, so it does not provide much evidence for ranking. New so match pa erns are discovered. K-NRM moved some word pairs from near zero similarities to important kernels. As shown in the third and fourth rows of Table 8 , there are word pairs that less frequently appear in the same surrounding context, but convey possible search tasks, for example, 'the search for MH370 '. K-NRM also discovers word pairs that convey strong 'irrelevant' signals, for example, people searching for 'BMW' are not interested in the 'contact us' page.
Di erent levels of so matches are enforced. Some word pairs moved from one important kernel to another.
is may re ect the di erent levels of so matches K-NRM learned. Some examples are in the last two rows in Table 8 . e −0.3 kernel is the most important one, and received word pairs that encode search tasks; the 0.5 kernel received synonyms, which are useful but not the most important, as exact match is not that important in our se ing.
Required Training Data Size
is experiment studies K-NRM's performance with varying amounts of training data. Results are shown in Figure 4 . e X-axis is the number of sessions used for training (e.g. 8K, 32K, . . .), and the coverage of testing vocabulary in the learned embedding (percentages). Sessions were randomly sampled from the training set. e Y-axis is the performance of the corresponding model. e straight and do ed lines are the performances of Coor-Ascent.
When only 2K training sessions are available, K-NRM performs worse than Coor-Ascent. Its word embeddings are mostly unchanged from word2vec as only 16% of the testing vocabulary are covered by the training sessions. K-NRM's accuracy grows rapidly with more training sessions. With only 32K (0.1%) training sessions and 50% coverage of the testing vocabulary, K-NRM surpasses Coor-Ascent on Testing-RAW. With 128K (0.4%) training sessions and 69% coverage on the testing vocabularies, K-NRM surpasses 
Testing-SAME, K-NRM Testing-SAME, Coor-Ascent Testing-DIFF, K-NRM Testing-DIFF, Coor-Ascent Testing-RAW, K-NRM Testing-RAW, Coor-Ascent Coor-Ascent on Testing-SAME and Testing-DIFF. e increasing trends against Testing-SAME and Testing-RAW have not yet plateaued even with 31M training sessions, suggesting that K-NRM can utilize more training data. e performance on Testing-DIFF plateaus a er 500K sessions, perhaps because the click models do not perfectly align with each other; more regularization of the K-NRM model might help under this condition.
Performance on Tail eries
is experiment studies how K-NRM performs on less frequent queries. We split the queries in the query log into Tail (less than 50 appearances), Torso (50-1000 appearances), and Head (more than 1000 appearances). For each category, 1000 queries are randomly sampled as testing; the remaining queries are used for training. Following the same experimental se ings, the ranking accuracies of K-NRM and Coor-Ascent are evaluated. e results are shown in Table 9 . Evaluation is only done using Testing-RAW as the tail queries do not provide enough clicks for DCTR and TACM to infer reliable relevance scores. e results show an expected decline of K-NRM's performance on rarer queries. K-NRM uses word embeddings to encode the relevance signals, and as tail queries' words appear less frequently in the training data, it is hard to generalize the embedded relevance signals through them. Nevertheless, even on queries that appear less than 50 times, K-NRM still outperforms Coor-Ascent by 8%.
Hyper Parameter Study
is experiment studies the in uence of the kernel width (σ ). We varied the σ used in K-NRM's kernels, kept everything else unchanged, and evaluated its performance. e shapes of the kernels with 5 di erent σ and the corresponding ranking accuracies are shown in Figure 5 . Only Testing-RAW is shown due to limited space; the observation is the same on Testing-SAME and Testing-DIFF.
As shown in Figure 5 , kernels too sharp or too at either do not cover the similarity space well, or mixed the matches at di erent levels; they cannot provide reliable improvements. With σ between 0.05 and 0.2, K-NRM's improvements are stable.
We have also experimented with several other structures for K-NRM, for example, using more learning to rank layers, and using IDF to weight query words when combining their kernel-pooling results. However we have only observed similar or worse performances. us, we chose to present the simplest successful model to be er illustrate the source of its e ectiveness.
CONCLUSION
is paper presents K-NRM, a kernel based neural ranking model for ad-hoc search. e model captures word-level interactions using word embeddings, and ranks documents using a learningto-rank layer. e center of the model is the new kernel-pooling technique. It uses kernels to so ly count word matches at di erent similarity levels and provide so -TF ranking features. e kernels are di erentiable and support end-to-end learning. Supervised by ranking labels, the learning of word embeddings is guided by the kernels with the goal of providing so -match signals that be er separate relevant documents from irrelevant ones. e learned embeddings encode the relevance preferences and provide e ective multi-level so matches for ad-hoc ranking.
Our experiments on a commercial search engine's query log demonstrated K-NRM's advantages. On three testing scenarios (indomain, cross-domain, and raw user clicks), K-NRM outperforms both feature based ranking baselines and neural ranking baselines by as much as 65%, and is extremely e ective at the top ranking positions. e improvements are also robust: Stable gains are observed on head and tail queries, with fewer training data, a wide range of kernel widths, and a simple ranking layer.
Our analysis revealed that K-NRM's advantage is not from 'deep learning magic' but the long-desired so match between query and documents, which is achieved by the kernel-guided embedding learning. Without it, K-NRM's advantage quickly diminishes: its variants with only exact match, pre-trained word2vec, or uni-level embedding training all perform signi cantly worse, and sometimes fail to outperform the simple feature based baselines.
Further analysis of the learned embeddings illustrated how K-NRM tailors them for ad-hoc ranking: More than 90% of word pairs that are mapped together in word2vec are decoupled, satisfying the stricter de nition of so match required in ad-hoc search. Word pairs that are less correlated in documents but convey frequent search tasks are discovered and mapped to certain similarity levels. e kernels also moved word pairs from one kernel to another based on their di erent roles in the learned so match.
Our experiments and analysis not only demonstrated the effectiveness of K-NRM, but also provide useful intuitions about the advantages of neural methods and how they can be tailored for IR tasks. We hope our ndings will be explored in many other IR tasks and will inspire more advances of neural IR research in the near future.
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